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WORKING IN THE ZONE
When excavation is required within the tolerance zone, hand or vacuum excavation must
be performed within 18” of the utility locate marks from the surface of the earth to the
depth of the proposed excavation to be compliant with the state law.

“If you expose a line by hand excavation within the tolerance zone that you believe to be
the utility line that was marked, stop and wait. Don’t bring in that mechanical equipment to
complete the excavation yet,” said Roger Watwood, JULIE’s Southern Illinois Damage
Prevention Manager. “Continue hand excavation for 18” on each side of the utility locate
marks to the depth of the planned excavation. Once that is completed, machine excavation
is allowed.”
“Do not make the mistake of thinking that the first pipe or cable that you find is the utility
that was marked. Always be safe. There may be multiple pipes or cables within the
tolerance zone of the marked utility,” continued Watwood.
Using safe excavation practices as mentioned above, all of the pipes and cables within the
tolerance zone of the utility locate marks can be exposed without mechanical excavation
damage.
“During excavation, if you expose a facility beyond the 18” tolerance zone, you need to call
back to JULIE for an “Exposed Line” or “Incomplete Marks” ticket,” said David Van Wy,
JULIE’s Northern Illinois Damage Prevention Manager. “I was recently in a conversation
with an excavator that had inadvertently exposed a facility well outside the tolerance zone
with no damage but recognized the facility as that which was marked further along the
excavation path.”
“There was an assumption made that the marks were not relevant because they had
already found the facility in question. This assumption led to a damage within the tolerance
zone,” continued Van Wy. In this case, there were no injuries but, depending on the facility
type, this could have resulted in a much different story.
The exposed facility was not marked, the damaged facility was within the tolerance zone
but was mislabeled. Both issues can be placed with the facility owner locator for sure, but
remember that any person can make a mistake. The requirement to call back to JULIE
when these and other issues arise at a job site are intended to help mitigate issues before
they become catastrophic. By not hand or vacuum excavating in the tolerance zone (even
after finding the line elsewhere), this could lead to the excavator being held liable for the
repairs. When in doubt, call them out and have the area verified. To reach one of JULIE’s
Damage Prevention Managers with questions or to schedule a safety training visit their
contact page on our Web site.

EXCAVATION IS ALWAYS IN SEASON
Now that summer is over, most of us are thinking about fall activities. For many
contractors, excavation workloads ramp up this time of year as they race to finish projects
before the snow flies. If you already use JULIE’s web-based, self-serve Remote Ticket
Entry (RTE) program, you know about the time-saving efficiencies it offers compared to
calling JULIE to request underground utility markings prior to your excavation. If you are
not already using RTE, now more than ever is the time to make the switch from calling on
the phone to entering and submitting your own locate requests anytime.
RTE users rave about advantages such as the ability to: 1. enter the wording they need
on the ticket; 2. attend to interruptions with no delays; 3. print the completed ticket with a
list of notified companies; 4. access JULIE map resources. Other advantages include no
more listening to recordings prior to each call and writing down dig numbers. The most
often shared benefit is how quick and easy it is to enter a locate request via the RTE
program compared to calling. There is no cost to use RTE.
Reserve your date now for one of our free upcoming online demonstrations taking place
October 3, 17 and 31. After the brief training, attendees can then immediately start taking
advantage of the many time-saving benefits of RTE.

DAMAGE PREVENTION MANAGERS PROVIDE
ANSWERS AND EDUCATION
JULIE’s Damage Prevention Managers – Dave Van Wy, Brian MacKenzie and Roger
Watwood - are available to present safety seminars and answer your questions about the
one-call process, Illinois One-Call law, JULIE policies and other issues.
These managers can offer suggestions and mediate discussions to help you avoid
potential injuries and costly delays. If it has been a while since your crews and other
employees have had a safety presentation, toolbox talk or construction site meeting,
consider scheduling one prior to an upcoming job to assist with planning and conducting
your work. This is an excellent opportunity to learn about the best practices in the
industry.
In addition to conducting safety meetings throughout the state, Dave, Brian and Roger
represent our not-for-profit organization at special events, conferences, conventions, trade
shows and open houses to promote the use of JULIE and help reduce damages to
underground utility facilities.

CONTACT INFORMATION
To schedule an online safety presentation, meeting or to request assistance during normal
business hours, contact one of our Damage Prevention Managers.

There is no cost for training, but availability may be limited during peak periods. Visit our
Web site to review and download additional contacts and resources or to order free safety
materials.
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